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Timothy Treadwell - The Story of The
Bear Man

Animals are both treasured and misunderstood by human beings in equal parts. Many of us
have a beloved pet, but some people form a connection to animals that goes deeper than we
can comprehend. Timothy Treadwell was one such individual, and this is his story.
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The Beginnings
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Treadwell had a normal upbringing in Long Island, New York. As a child, he had a fondness
for animals and even adopted a squirrel, which he named Willie. Timothy did the things
every teenage boy does and attended college. However, after losing out on an acting role in
the popular sitcom Cheers, Treadwell descended into a world of drugs and alcohol.
In the 1980s, Treadwell had a near-death experience when he overdosed on heroin, which
changed his outlook on life. A friend inspired Treadwell to reconnect with his love of animals,
and he embarked on a trip to Alaska to watch the wild bears. This trip would both change
and save his life, giving him the purpose he'd longed for.

A Beautiful Relationship
When Timothy Treadwell embarked on his journey to Alaska, his mission was to watch
bears, but a chance encounter with one wild bear took his life in a new direction. Treadwell

attributed his full recovery from drug addiction and alcoholism to his newfound friendship
with the Alaskan Bears and enjoyed spending time in the wild with them.
Treadwell enjoyed camping on "The Big Green," located in Hallo Bay. He claimed he could
build mutual trust and respect with wild bears, getting close enough to touch them.
Sometimes he even played with bear cubs, proving that these powerful wild creatures
respected him.
Not everyone appreciated Treadwell's relationship with the bears. One such person was Tom
Smith, a research ecologist. He stated that Treadwell was interrupting and disturbing wildlife.
Perhaps Smith was right, but Treadwell could get close to the bears and knew the risks he
was taking in doing so.
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Issues With Authorities
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Smith wasn't the only person who felt Treadwell wasn't respecting the park's natural order. In
1998 they issued a citation because he had food in his tent. Food attracts bears, and the
park rangers felt he was causing unnecessary danger to himself. Treadwell was warned
about his proximity to the animals, and the park introduced a law due to his behavior.
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The Treadwell Law stated that campers must move their tent at least a mile away from the
previous location each day so that the bears wouldn't get too comfortable with a human
presence. Their main worry was that the sheer strength and power would overpower visitors,
especially if they felt their domain was under threat.
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Authorities regularly warned Treadwell that his encounters would turn deadly, but he ignored
them and continued to pursue his connection with the bears. He made many videos during
this time and was often accompanied by his girlfriend, Amie Huguenard.
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Withdrawing From Society
Initially, Treadwell would visit Alaska every summer to spend time with the bears, but he
gradually withdrew from society and wanted to spend all of his time in nature. Perhaps he
found a closeness with bears he couldn't find with humans. Animals live in their natural state,
but humans have evolved into living by their wants, instead of just fulfilling their needs. It
makes us selfish, and for some people - unbearable.
Treadwell enjoyed this simple way of life and seemed not to need the comforts most of us
seek. He was happier in the Alaskan wilderness than going to the hottest new bar or
watching TV. Unfortunately, his stubborn wishes to avoid society would be his downfall.

A Fateful End

October is a tense time for the bear population. They're preparing for winter hibernation and
become naturally more aggressive. Treadwell knew this, but in 2003 he stayed in the park
because he wanted to find his favorite female bear. This reckless decision would be his last
mistake. On October 6th, Treadwell and Huguenard's bodies were discovered. A bear had
attacked them.
It would be wrong to paint a peaceful death because Treadwell and Huguenard's deaths
were not peaceful at all. Their bodies were torn apart by the bear, which had to be killed as it
chased down the park rangers. A young bear was also shot, but they were protecting their
food source.
An autopsy found human body parts, proving that the bear had killed Treadwell and his
girlfriend. The last decision of Timothy Treadwell resulted in four deaths, and it was the
park's first incident of a bear attacking humans.
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The worst part of this harrowing story is that a videotape found in the couple's tent gave
rangers a disturbing insight into the couple's final moments. While the tape was dark, due to
the lens cap, the audio was crystal clear. For six minutes, the couple screamed as the bear
ripped them apart mercilessly.
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The Legacy of Timothy Treadwell

His death serves as a reminder that animals have fundamental needs and will seek to fulfill
them. There are many opinions on Timothy Treadwell, and it's difficult to decide whether he
made the right or wrong decisions.

A love of animals led him to Alaska, and there's no doubt he had a deep connection with the
bears. However, Treadwell's final decision led to his own death and three others. If he'd left
the park when he was meant to, it never would have happened.
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I wonder what Timothy Treadwell would say if we asked him the question, we all want to
know, "Would you have changed a thing?". Perhaps he would have replied that he lived his
life as he wanted to, and accepted the dangers he put upon himself. As for the death of his
girlfriend and the two bears that day, maybe that decision to stay longer is the one thing we
would have changed.

